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FRESHMEN

Lucy Miller  Matt Motz  Dustin Neyer  Carla Obeid

Kyle Pronick  Keerthana Raju  Lauren Sabuda  Siri Sarvepalli

Cooper Terry  Maggie Voisin  Cole Younger
SOPHOMORES

Elizabeth Albaugh
Leah Hauck
Michael Heller
Nick Hire
Krista Holtgreive
Jeremy Bowby
Nolan Briggs
Kyle Campbell
Shaun Collin
Kris Kohler
Ciara Lowe
Ali Marin
Nick Miller
Danielle Couser
Sheridan Ervin
Kaylee Fermoyle
Courtney Fracassi
Mitchell Myler
Maggie Obinger
Margo Pridum
Steve Rudoni
Kathleen Guetingco
Saraantha Hammerle
Michael Hanna
Erica Hansen
Kelly Starry
Parul Vashishta
Shubha Vedula
Natalie Zimmerman
"Destiny is no matter of chance. It is a matter of choice: It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."
-William Jennings Bryan

Gui Arujo, Brazilian Foreign Exchange Student

Joseph Thomas Bishop

Christopher John Chermside-Scalfo
Jacqueline Marie Evans

Kristin Montana Fracassi

Conor Patrick Fermoyle

Victoria Lynn Fracassi

Eric Donald Fox

Ryan Jeffery Grinzinger
The Senior Lifers
We came. We saw. We conquered.

The Crew

Top row, from left to right: Rob Voisin, Katelyn Maylee, Kyle Stansberry, Julia Wagner, Biffy Hunter, Matt Mills, Bennett Myler, Ryan Grinzinger, Joey Bishop, Isaac Jarman; Bottom: Marc Jaksa, Haley Hauck, Aubry Hire, Kristin Lovejoy, Andrea Guylcingo, Emma Motz, Lindsey Miller, Thadd Levine, Ben Sych, Eric Fox; Floor: Conor Fermoye
Seniors Through the Years
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

Bottom from left to right: Lexi Jarman, Lauren Fellenworth, Hayley Kirby; Middle Lindy Szilagyi, Jackie Evans, Erica Hansen, Aubry Hire, Sara Hansen, Kelsey Poag; Top: Head Coach Mike Kruscke, Manager Lexi Methner

MSAC Champions

First Regional Championship in School History!

Lindy passes the ball

Hayley jump serving

The team lined up for the National Anthem

Aubry serves it up

Lauren for the kill

Coach Kruscke talks to his team during a huddle

Sara tips it over against Beal City

Aubry and Sara get up for a block

Select photos courtesy of Dr. Larry Evans - thank you!
Cross Girls

Bottom from left to right: Krista Holtgreve, Kathleen Guytingco, Kaylee Fernoyle, Kristin Fracassi; Middle: Katherine Jones, Shubha Vedula; Back: Katelyn Maylee, Tara Throop, Coach Chad Zitzelsberger, Coach Missy Darling, Margo Predum, Maggie Oblinger; Not Pictured: Coach Mark Zitzelsberger

Country Boys

Bottom from left to right: Kyle Campbell, Cooper Terry, Andrew Mumford, Shaun Collin; Middle: Ben Schilling, Heath Ahlers; Back: Jim English, Kyle Dougherty, Coach Chad Zitzelsberger, Casey Voisin, Kris Kohler, Coach Missy Darling; Not Pictured: Coach Mark Zitzelsberger

- The Jumbotron at state finals
- Everyone up at the line in Coleman
- Maggie at home league meet
- The team takes third at the Class D State Finals at Sunko Run
- Kathleen runs behind Margo
- Coach 2, Katelyn, Missy, and Katherine all in smiles after a fantastic season finale
- The team says a prayer before the MSAC Championship meet
- Katelyn, the senior leader
- Casey on the podium at the state finals
- Andrew, Jim, and Heath approaching the finish line
- Everyone packed inside Z's van
- Post-MIS dinner at Olive Garden
- Home league meet
- Both teams take 3rd at regionals - MIS Bound!

36 37
First Row: Nolan Briggs, Justin Cowell, Gul Araujo, Joey Bishop, Chris Chemside-Scarbo, Eric Fox, Matt Mills, John McDonald, Bennett Myler, Conor Fer moyie, Ryan Grinzinger, Steve Rudoni, Michael Heller.
FOOTBALL

Division VIII

State Champions

Top Row: Caitlin Cardon, Alicia Rudolf, Tara Troop, Lexi Johnson, Tawnya Bishop, Kristin Fracassi, Tiffany Pickard, Sabrina Ull
Bottom Row: Clara Lowe, Blaza Jerman, Randi Fracassi, Toni Fracassi

Getting the crowd fired up!
JV Volleyball

Bottom, from left to right: Samantha Hammerle, Siri Sarvepalli, Natalie Zimmerman, Sheridan Britin.

Top, from left to right: Michelle Kujat, Erika Campbell, Lauren Sabuda, Coach Elizabeth Baker, Maggie Voisin, Lizzie Albaugh, Eliza Jarman.

Freshmen Boys Basketball

Top, left to right: Lane Levine, Brian Maloney, Coach Joe Marsiglia, Cole Younger.

Bottom, left to right: Matt Nofs, Kyle Pronick, Cooper Terry, Justin Cowell, Jim English.
JV Girls Basketball

Bottom from left to right: Maggie Voisin, Katherine Janes, Lauren Sabuda, Kaylee Ferroyle; Top: Michelle Kujat, Lizzie Albaugh, Coach Penny Ervin, Courtney Fracassi, Carla Obeid, Coach Amy Gauard, Margo Predum, Kelly Starry

Bottom from left to right: Shaun Collin, Nolan Briggs, Michael Hanna, Dustin Neyer, Nick Miller; Top: Mike Heller, Kris Kohler, Coach Jake Thering, Brooks Hyble, Scott Gillespie

JV Boys Basketball

Kelly playing solid defense

Maggie gets ready to box out

Margo in perfect post-shot form

Maggie shoots through a St. Francis defender

Bottom from left to right: Shaun Collin, Nolan Briggs, Michael Hanna, Dustin Neyer, Nick Miller; Top: Mike Heller, Kris Kohler, Coach Jake Thering, Brooks Hyble, Scott Gillespie

Mike Heller mid-air on route to the basket

Coach Penny huddles everyone up

Katherine looking for the open man

Left: Lauren brings it up the court

Right: Lizzie at the line

Left: Shaun stymies the ball-handler

Right: Dustin looks for the open man

Brooks at the charity stripe

Nolan with a fade away in the key

Scott goes in for a layup

Coach Jake talks strategy during a timeout

Nick sets up the offense
Varsity Girls

Back Row: Hayley Kirby, Jackie Evans, Julia Wagner, Nicole Gmancy; Middle Row: Tara Throop, Head Coach Damon Brown, Sara Hansen, Coach Kristina Lilly, Erica Hansen; Front Row: Andrea Guytingco, Kelly Jaksa, Billy Hunter.

Basketball

#22 Jackie Evans
#40 Billy Hunter
#13 Julia Wegner
#34 Erica Hansen

#10 Kelly Jaksa
#2 Sara Hansen
#5 Hayley Kirby
#32 Andrea Guytingco

#13 Tara Throop
#34 Nicole Ganong

Tradition.
Bottom from left to right: Josh Neyer, Marc Jaksa, Mitchell Myler, Nick Hire, Brentt Myler, Grant Schafer. Top: Drew Reetz, Thadd Levine, Matt Mills, Head Coach Pat Theisen, Tom Scott, Ryan Grinzinger, Conor Fermyole

#1 Matt Mills  #2 Grant Schafer  #3 Mitchell Myler  #5 Conor Fermyole

#10 Ryan Grinzinger  #14 Josh Neyer  #15 Drew Reetz  #20 Bennett Myler

#21 Thadd Levine  #22 Marc Jaksa  #23 Nick Hire  Coach Pat Theisen
Back Row: (Left to Right) Coach Terwilliger, Head Coach Ray Wilson, Coach Chad Zitzelsberger
Next Row: Jim English, Conor Fennelly, Casey Voisin, Cole Younger, Shaun Collin, Coach Missy Darling
Next Row: Maggie Voisin, Erika Campbell, Nicole Ganong, Katharine Jane, Carla Obeid, Michelle Kujat
Next Row: Kaylee Fennelly, Kathleen Guaytingoo, Kyle Campbell, Heath Ahlers, Kris Kohler, Joel Parker,
Luke Goenner, Jeremy Bowlby, Cooper Terry, Shubha Vedule, Krista Holtgreive
Front Row: Tara Throop, Katelyn Maylee, Hannah Hovey, Jackie Evans, Kristin Fracassi, Maggie Oblinger
Varsity Softball

Top, from left to right: Sara Hansen, Lindsey O’Laughlin, Jennie Clark, Aubry Hire, Tori Fracassi, Amy Gaudard, Lindsey Miller, & Lauren Sabuda;
Bottom: Kelly Jaksa, Gabbi Utt, Lauren Fillenworth, Kelsey Poag, & Lizzie Albaugh

4 Seniors...

4 Juniors...

1 Sophomore...

2 Freshmen...
VARSITY BASEBALL

Front Row: Michael Heller, Nick Hire, Mitchell Myler, Grant Schafer, Nolan Briggs
Middle Row: Nick Miller, Eric Fox, Ryan Grinzinger, Matt Mills, Thadd Levine, Bennett Myler, Lane Levine
Back Row: Drew Reetz, Brian Maloney, John McDonald, Ben Sych, Beshoy Hanna, Marc Jaksa, Chris Chermise-Scabio, Tyler Sabuda

Tyler Sabuda protecting the plate
Ryan Grinzinger on the mound
Nick Hire with the wind up and the pitch
Eric Fox looking ready in the out field
Bennett Myler on defense
Boys Golf

From left to right: Kyle Pronick, Conor Fermoyle, Nate Thering, Will Shoemaker, Rob Voisin, Coach Patrick Smith, Ben Sych, Ben Schilling. Not Pictured: Jeremy Bowlby

The Fweshman  Bowlbs  Nate Dogg  Tiger Mraz

Shades McCool  ConAir  Big Daddy Sych

Softball

Junior Varsity

Top Row: Carrie Gaudard, Elizabeth Crider, Jon Studley. Middle Row: Sheridan Ervin, Ciara Lowe, Courtney Fracassi, Randi Fracassi, Lillian Maloney, Hayley Estill. Bottom Row: Margo PREDUM, KELLY STARRY, ELIZA JARMAN, LUCY MILLER, JULIA CARDON.
Organizations


Science Symposium


Briar Ridge Building Team

Left to Right: Steven Sacco, Kristina Sepanski, Gobi Utr, Haidh Ahiers, Lindsey DeRochke, Trevor Komnesi, Ben Shilling, Marc Hammar, Tori Fracassi.

Forensics Team

Left to Right: Ciara Lowe, Kristina Sepanski, Randi Fracassi, Shubha Vedula.
Left to Right: Haley Hauck, Jordan Jenkins, Katelyn Maylee, Kyle Stansberry, Leah Hauck, Avary Hire, Pranil Vashista, Kaylee Fernocyle, Gabbi Utt, Alexa Boll, Trevor Kornexl.


Back Row: Mr. Vinciguerra and Lillian Maloney
Front Row: Michelle Johnston, Natalie Zimmerman

Back Row: Gabbi Utt, Teresa Bishop, Scott Gillespie, Billy Hunter, Julia Wagner, Middle Row: Julia Cardon, Carla Oberid, Caitlin Cardon, Lauren Fillenworth, Shubha Vedula, Kyle Stansberry, Front Row: Kaerthana Raju, Hayley Estill, Randi Fracassi, Siri Sarvepalli, Kathleen Gwyngco, Andrea Gwyngco.
Spirit Week!

Freshmen on class color day

Back in Black: Seniors Ben, Julia, Rob, & Biffy on class color day

Katelyn Mayley: Tacky tourist

The Junior Blues: Dakota and Ryan

The Tacky Teachers: Mr. Sacco, Mr. Clark, Mr. Roberts

Tara Throop jukes her defender

Coach Szymanski calls timeout

Julia Wagner can't quite get the first down

Sara Hansen runs behind the lead blocker for a decent gain

Lauren Sabuda looks deep down field for a receiver

Quarterback Erica Hansen ready to release

Seniors '11 and Sophomores '13 win 24-18 via a Julia Wagner to Biffy Hunter Hail Mary.
Homecoming Court

Jim English & Katharine Janes
Steve Rudoni & Samantha Hammerle
Joel Parker & Lexi Jarman
King and Queen: Rob Voisin & Andrea Guetingco

Senior Attendants

Marc Jaks
Emma Motz
John McBraild
Jackie Evans
Bennett Myler
Sara Stack

Ben and Katelyn improvise on stage.
Rob showing some swag.
Shubha leads the Sophomores in their mock rock.
Seniors wow the crowd with their dragon.
Homecoming Parade 2010

King and Queen

Jackie and John

Sam and Steve

Joel and Lexi

Emma and Marc

Bennett and Sara

Katharine and Jimmy

Varsity Volleyball
Junior/Senior Retreat

Every year in mid-November, the juniors and seniors hop on a bus and head to Eagle Village in Hersey, Michigan for a one-night retreat. The retreat is intended to give students a time to reflect on their spiritual values, as well as spend some time together as a whole class. This year, Mr. Greg Siers, Sacred Heart Academy Class of 1994, traveled to Northern Michigan from his home in Maryland to speak to everyone. His speech touched on his time spent at Sacred Heart and how the school helped him to become what he is today.

Greg Siers, SHA Class of 1994, speaks at the beginning of day one

Scripture on the mount!  
Pr. Don leads mass in the chapel in the woods

Greg leads an activity involving blindfolds and dollar bills

Waiting to go over the river and through the woods to mass  
Ms. K's group during Cozy Corner questions

Everyone lines up for lunch at the Eagle's Nest

Thank you to Mrs. Hemmingson for taking pictures!
March For Life

The March for Life has been an annual field trip taken to Washington, D.C. in observance of the anniversary of Roe v. Wade, a U.S. Supreme Court decision made on January 22, 1973 that gave women the right to have an abortion. Sacred Heart students join other high school students from the Diocese of Saginaw on a religious pilgrimage to support not just an end to abortion, but all life issues. Sightseeing and spending time with friends is another part of the whole March for Life experience.
Lindsey, Conor, and Emma lookin' snazzy at the Casino!

Bilfy and Julia cheesin' it up for the camera!

The Senior Dance!

2011

Sara, Kelsey, Isaac, and Chris enjoying dinner!
A Black Tie Affair

Prom Queen Julia and King Kyle!

Rob and Ben

Rob, Heath, and Casey

Ryan, Lexi, Jackie and Thadd smiling for the camera!
Graduation

Lindsey, Jackie, and Hannah

Beshoy and Kristen

Kyle and Katelyn

Lilly and Haley

Isaac Jarman

Matt and Bennett

Emma and Matthew

Julia and Biffy

Valedictorian Chris and Salutatorian Andrea

Congratulations to the Class of 2011
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Hannah Krupostman
Zack Kujat
Megan MacDonald
Kylie McGinnis
Ayush Mohan

Ashley Moreno
Logan Moyle
Austin Neyer
Samuel Neyer
James Norlander

John Obeid
Tony Perez
Jackson Reetz
Emily Roberts
Alex Schafer

Cole Skowronski
Jacob Starry
Kyle Szynanski
Nate Thering
Maxwell Trucks

Sophia Tucker
FOOTBALL

Bottom, from left to right: Angelo Jacobs, Mason Houston, Brendin Becker, Zack Kujat, Tony Perez, Kyle Szynarski, Jake Sturzy, Jackson Reetz, Alex Schafer, Ben Goerner, Middie: Mike Kuludoni, Colton Jacobs, Cody Anderson, Branden Fillenworth, Logan Nystrom, Nate Thering, Charles Evans, Austin Briggs, Zach Anderson, Mark Johnston, Spencer Hackett; Top: Rafael Hubbard, Casey Ervin, Drew Hasler, Jordan Bishop, Stewart Tower, Nate Kalloch, Ian Marsh, Tomas Krepostman, Will Berry, Austin Neyer, Tristen Fox; Coaches: Carl Anderson, James Thering, Adam Rodie, Sam Houston, Head Coach Jon Jacobs

Thanks to Dr. Larry Evans for taking pictures!
Cross Country

Bottom, from left to right: Colin Lambert, Megan English, Sam Neyer, Lauren Janes, Kate Velguth, Lizzie Crivin; Top: Coach Casey Stokes, Meredith Predum, John Obied, Skylar Nelson, Coach Alexa Holtgreve
Not Pictured: George Ronan, Ishan Vashishta

7th and 8th Grade Volleyball

Top, Left to Right: Brianna Becker, Kelly Hovey, Julie Hopp; Bottom: Kimberly Boulier, Rachel Hauck, Ashley Moreno

Top, Left to Right: Bainy Scully, Alexa Methner, Tara Charboneau; Bottom: Swara Sarvepalli, Riley Terwilliger, Shantel Crofts, Raeliegh Grinzinger
Top row from left to right: Lauren Fox, Kelly Hovey, Coach Amy Guadard, Brianna Becker, Julie Hopp. Bottom row: Megan English, Ashley Moreno, Katelyn Eidlenberger, Kimberly Boulier, Rachel Hauck, Megan MacDonald. Front row: Emily Roberts.

7TH GRADE BOYS BASKETBALL

Back Row: Ayush Mohan, Cole Skowronski, Kyle Szymanski, Coach Joe Marsiglia, Casey Ervin, Austin Neyer, Rafael Hubbard
Middle Row: Alex Schaefer, Nathan Thering, Zachary Anderson, Tony Perez, Zackery Kujat, Brendin Becker, Logan Moyle
Front Row: Matthew Kernexl, Jacob Starry, and Jackson Reetz

8TH GRADE BOYS BASKETBALL

Back Row: Tomas Krepostman, Stewart Tower, Ian Marsh, Tristan Fox, Nathaniel Kolloch
Middle Row: Ishan Vashishta, Ben Goenner, Coach Darisus Sharp, Will Berry, Patrick Schneider
Front Row: Brandon Fillenworth, Austin Briggs, Mikale Rudoni, Spencer Hackett
Science Olympiad

Back Row: Patrick Schneider, Jack Stack, Meredith Predum, Keerthana Raju, Katherine Janes, Jimmy English, Ian Marsh, Anthony Moscardelli, Erika Campbell, Carla Obeid, Brian Maloney, Nathan Kalloch
Middle Row: Hayley Estill, Skylar Nelson, Swara Sarvepalli, Lauren Janes, Siri Sarvepalli, Nathaniel Smith, Mark Johnson, Ishan Vashishta, Megan English, Ayush Mohan, Gerritt Fortchard, George Roman
Front Row: Lacey Ervin, Jackson Reetz, Kristina Guytingco, Lindy Boyd, Jacob Starry, Matthew Jenkins, Emily Roberts, Riley Terwilliger

Back Row (Left to Right): Coach Terwilliger, Hannah Kuhn, Megan English, Lexi Mettner, Kelly Hovey, Ashley Moreno, Coach Stokes
Middle Row: Kylie McGinnis, Meredith Predum, Skylar Nelson, Rachel Hanick, Beany Scealy, Raghish Catheriniger, Swara Sarvepalli
Front Row: Riley Terwilliger, Hannah Krepostman, Lizzie Ervin, Katelyn Edenberger, Kiimmi Boulier, Megan McDonald, McDonald

Back Row: Tomas Krepostman, Anthony Moscardelli, Ian Marsh, Nathun Kalloch, Stuart Tower, Will Berry, George Romans, and John Obeid
Front Row: Matt Komnes, Zach Kujat, Logan Moyle, Brandon Fillenworth, Patrick Schneider, Ishan Vashishta, Sam Neyer, Chachi Hubbard, and Collin Lambert
8th Grade Promotion

Kate, Tara, Khanya, Skylar, Raelleigh, Modupe, Baine and Swara gather to celebrate graduation.

Brandon and Stanley

The girls crowd together for a group picture.

The boys get together for a picture, before going into the church to be promoted.

Collin, Trevor, and Brandon are so happy to be promoted.